
Plane Mirrors



Characteristics of an Image
When an object is reflected in a mirror, what you see in the 
mirror is not the object itself, but an image of the object 
Depending on the type of mirror used, the image produced can 
have different characteristics. The four characteristics used to 
describe an image are:

Object

Image

S - same size A - upright L - after mirror T - virtual



a) b)

c) d)

Describe S.A.L.T of each image

Draw a few equal perpendicular lines to determine the location of 
the image of each object

Using Equal Perpendicular Lines



Curved Mirrors



reflective surface

Two types of curved mirrors: converging and diverging

Types of Curved Mirrors

Converging (concave) mirror  - edges curve toward object

Examples: makeup mirror, headlight, flashlight and solar cooker
 - reflective surface on inside of curve



Types of Curved Mirrors

Diverging (convex) mirror - edges curve away from object

Examples: side view car mirrors and security mirrors

Two types of curved mirrors: converging and diverging

 - reflective surface on outside of curve

reflective surface



C V
principle axis

Converging Mirrors

Center of curvature (C) - point at centre of sphere 
Principle axis - line drawn from centre of curvature to centre 

Vertex (V) -  point at which principle axis hits mirror 



C VF

Converging Mirror Ray Diagram
3 step method to find image of candle in converging mirror

Step ②

Place bottom of object on principle axis
Draw 3 rays from top of object

- parallel to principle axis

Step ①

- passing through focus - reflecting off vertex

Step ③ Draw image so that bottom is on principle axis and 
top is where 3 rays intersect

Size
Attitude
Location

Type

- smaller
- inverted
- between  
C and F

- real



S.A.L.T. of an image in a converging lens depends on where 
object is in relation to centre of curvature

Images in Converging Mirrors

Behind centre of curvature (C)

Size Attitude
Location Type

- smaller - inverted
- between C and F - real



S.A.L.T. of an image in a converging lens depends on where 
object is in relation to centre of curvature

Images in Converging Mirrors

Size Attitude
Location Type

- same size - inverted
- at C - real

On centre of curvature (C)



S.A.L.T. of an image in a converging lens depends on where 
object is in relation to centre of curvature

Images in Converging Mirrors

Between C and F

Size Attitude
Location Type

- larger - inverted
- behind C - real



Important Note
As object gets closer to mirror, image gets larger and further away

For all object positions before F’, image is inverted and real


